
 
WRITING 
Go on to 
https://www.pobble365.
com/ You will find a 
picture called Colours of 
the Ocean with activities 
relating to it. There is a 
story starter, sentence 
challenge, question time, 
perfect picture and sick 
sentence. Choose the 
activities you would like 
to complete or try them 
all! The pictures are 
changed daily so you will 
have to click on May 31st 
to find Colours of the 
Ocean. 

 

VOCABULARY 
Instead of our usual 
spelling this week you 
can explore words linked 
to National Volunteers’ 
Week. You can choose 
which words you would 
like to write definitions 
for. Remember to write 
them in alphabetical 
order as you would find 
in a proper dictionary. 

GRAMMAR AND 
PUNCTUATION 
When you want to add 
additional information to 
your sentences, you can 
add it within commas. 
This is also known as 
‘using commas to 
separate clauses’. 
Have a look at Commas 1, 
which will explain this 
and show you examples. 
Next, look at Commas 2 
where you will have a 
chance to punctuate 
sentences and write your 
own. 
 

COMPREHENSION 
Choose one of the End 
Plastic Pollution reading 
activities. The 3-star one 
is the most challenging. 
Remember to answer in 
full sentences and include 
all punctuation. 

ARTICLE 19 
This week’s article is -  
the right to protection 
from violence, abuse and 
neglect. You can click on 
the powerpoint and  
choose which activities 
you would like to 
complete. 
 

WORLD OCEANS DAY 
Click on the Plastic 
Pollution powerpoint and 
read the information 
about pollution in the 
world’s oceans. Think 
about your answers to 
the questions at the end 
of the powerpoint. 
You could create a leaflet 
to inform others about 
plastic pollution and what 
could be done about it; 
or, you could create an 
eye-catching poster. 

WORLD OCEANS 
On Monday 8th June, it 
will be WORLD OCEANS 
DAY and the theme for 
this year is 'Innovation for 
a Sustainable Ocean'. Go 
on to 

https://worldoceanday.
school/  and you can join 
in all the fun activities 
that they have planned 
throughout the day. 
There are also lots of 
great posters you can 
download. 

ANDY GOLDSWORTHY 
He is a British sculptor, land 
artist and photographer. On 
the P6 webpage/LJs you will 
find Andy Goldsworthy 
information and related 
activities; also on 
https://www.slideshare.net/

nivaca2/andy-goldsworthy-

for-kids  and 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=bkQEw11jC_I 

Looking forward to seeing 
your outdoor art on your 
Learning Journals. WORLD OCEANS DAY 

Have a look at the Layers 
of the Ocean powerpoint. 
You can complete the  
Layers of the Ocean 
comprehension questions 
related to this or 
complete the Layers of 
the Ocean reading and 
drawing activity. 
 

NATIONAL VOLUNTEERS’ 
WEEK 
We have all seen and heard 
about the amazing 
volunteers during Lockdown. 
Have a look at the P6 
Volunteering powerpoint 
which will explain 
volunteering in more detail. 
You can then complete the 
Volunteering Activity sheet. 

BIKE WEEK 
From the 6th – 14th June it 
will be Bike Week. On the 
P6 webpage/LJs you will 
find various activities: UK 
Cycle Trails, Bike Week 
and a Design a Bicycle 
For the Future. On 
Youtube, watch Scottish 
cyclist, Danny Macaskill – 
The Ridge. 
A man who is definitely 
not afraid of heights!  
 

OCEAN FACTS 
Click on Ocean Facts to learn 
interesting information/ 
activities about the world’s 
oceans. For more facts look 
on 
https://www.sciencekids.co.
nz/sciencefacts/earth/ocean
s.html 
 

https://www.kids-world-

travel-guide.com/ocean-

facts-for-kids.html 
 

https://www.nationalgeogra
phic.org/encyclopedia/great
-pacific-garbage-patch/ 
 

https://theoceancleanup.co
m/great-pacific-garbage-
patch/ 

Literacy 
Numeracy Other Areas 
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Have you completed 

some fantastic work 

this week? 

shareLearning Journals. 

Remember to check 

the school website 

for a list of helpful 

websites.  

PROBLEM SOLVING 
If you enjoy a challenge, 
click on the SHAPES 
Problem Solving activity. 
You need to work out 
which number each of 
the shapes represents. 
You need to just start 
with a few guesses, it 
could take a while but it 
feels great when you 
solve it!  

 

MONEY 
SQUARES – If you click 
on SQUARES MONEY, 
then you will find 
questions on Profit and 
Loss. 
TRIANGLES/CIRCLES – If 
you click on TRIANGLES 
and CIRCLES MONEY, 
then you will find 
questions on addition of 
items on bills. 
Remember to read all 
questions carefully, set 
out your working and 
include £ signs. 
 

HERMIE COUNTS 
Our final focus for P6 is 
multiplication and 
division. 
Continue practising last 
week’s activities for your 
maths’ group. 
SQUARES – Tables’ 
Challenge 
TRIANGLES/CIRCLES – 
Multiplication and 
Division 

PIZZA BUDGET 
Click on the Pizza Night 
Budget activity. 
You need to carefully 
read the information 
and, using the given 
budget, work out the 
ingredients you need to 
buy in order to create 
the pizzas. Remember to 
answer each of the 
questions and show your 
working out.  

 

DIVISION 
If you click on the division 
worksheets, you will find a 
variety of division sums, 
including remainders.  
SQUARES – DIVISION 
TRIANGLES/CIRCLES –
DIVISION 2 
You do not need to do all 
the sums but choose ones 
that you can manage. These 
teaching videos may help 
you if you are a bit unsure.    
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=KGMf314LUc0 
 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=fVfDpCT0uQw 
 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=4no3pBKH8F0 

PROBLEM SOLVING 
Click on the Problem 
Solving activity and you 
will find some Addition 
and Subtraction puzzles 
to solve. Carefully read 
the instructions and take 
your time as you may 
need several attempts at 
some of them. 
Persevere!  
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